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EDA Annual Convention 2017
The EDA Annual Convention 2017 will take place in Stockholm (Sweden) from 28
to 30 September 2017, under the headline of ‘European Dairy: Global Business
& Local Roots’, with confirmed key note speaker EU Commissioner for Trade,
Ms. Cecilia Malmström.

➤

REGISTER HERE

EU-Japan sign a political agreement
Last Thursday, EU and Japan signed a political
agreement for the economic partnership agreement
(Free

Trade

partnership

Agreement)
agreement,

and
both

the

strategic

showing

their

engagement towards free trade. We welcome this
announcement facilitated by the hard work of EU

class cheese, like Grana Padano, there is a great
potential. We are grateful for the high commitment
of

EU

Commissioner

Phil

Hogan

and

EU

Commissioner Cecilia Malmström for opening new
opportunities for us in Japan and beyond”. The texts

from the agreement will be released gradually ➤
here.

Commissioner Phil Hogan and EU Commissioner
Cecilia Malmström,

fine-tuning

the

technical

details the previous week in Japan. See our EDA
press release (➤ link).
EDA vice chair Attilio Zanetti stated that “the
market opportunities for high quality European
cheese and dairy in Japan are more than significant.

With an average annual cheese consumption of just
over two kilogram per person and an increasing
knowledge about and appetite for European world

EDA Trade Day last Wednesday, with Lise Andreasen
Høyer (EDA Trade TF chair ─ Danish Dairy Board) and
John Clarke (DG Agriculture – Director, Directorate in
charge of International Affairs)
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underlined by the recent ruling of the EU Court of

Brexit and the future EUUK dairy framework

Justice (➤ see EDA’s press release). For more
details see also EDA’s article ‘Why a soy drink

EDA exchange with EU

cannot be called milk’, published in IDM (➤ link).

Commission’s Task Force 50 on Brexit

The EDA Board had the opportunity to
exchange with a member of EU chief Brexit
negotiator Michel Barnier’s team and to
present the EDA project drafting a ‘Future EU
– UK Dairy Framework’.
“This is the third time we meet with EU
Commission’s Brexit team and we really feel
that our dairy concerns are well placed on the
agenda. It is very much about business
continuation and the specific situation of the

EDA secretary general Alexander Anton in a TV
interview about dairy, last week

island of Ireland, where our Irish member IDIA
and our UK member Dairy UK are both
working very closely together. Now, our
ambition is to draft an EDA proposal for a
‘Future EU-UK Dairy Framework’ that fully
reflects our ‘one dairy’ approach. After all, the
UK dairy industry and the EU-27 lactosphère
are part of an integrated chain ”, summarised
EDA chair Michel Nalet.

EU Commission presents the
outcome of its CAP consultation and
workshops
During a high-attended conference last Friday, EU
Commissioner Phil Hogan, his services and the
external consultancy Ecorys presented the results
from

the

consultation

on

simplifying

and

modernising the CAP. Out of the 332,916

responses, many were duplicates and from public
campaigns. Ecorys estimated that the number of
unique responses amounted to 58,520. This
conference gave the opportunity to the EU
Commission to learn more about stakeholders’

30 years of protected dairy terms...
“…translates into 30 years of consumer protection
and

highest

quality

standards”,

stated

secretary general Alexander Anton.

EDA

Since 2nd

July 1987, dairy terms like ‘milk’, ‘butter’ or ‘whey’
are protected in the European Union. This is an
essential

part

of

the

European

consumer

protection and quality policy, that has been

position

which

assessment
published

will feed

and
at

into

their

communication

the

end

of

this

set

impact
to

year.

be
Full

presentations and proceedings can be found ➤
here.

We shared our position (➤ EDA’s press

release),

welcoming

the

openness

of

the

Commission and EU Commissioner Phil Hogan’s
commitment to have a broad discussion on the
future of the CAP.
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EDA Dairy Focus on Estonia
EDA_Dairy@EDA_Dairy Jul 6
Official presentation of EDA #Dairy Focus
on #Estonia ➤ bit.ly/2umtig3 with EDA
chair & secretary general @EU2017EE

The Animal Task Force publishes its
2nd White Paper
The

Animal

Task

Force

which

promotes

a

sustainable and competitive livestock sector in
Europe, published its second White Paper (➤ link).
The document gives an updated view on the next
steps in research developed for the H2020 20182020 Work Programme, with new key areas and
priority-topics, positioning the livestock sector as a
key player in a European sustainable circular bioeconomy.

Your favourite Dairy Product?
“This is a no-brainer. A large wedge of
crumbly Wensleydale cheese from
North Yorkshire -’the land of green
acres’- washed down with a pint of
Theakston’s Bitter brewed in the next
valley.”

John CLARKE
EU Commission, DG
Agriculture – Director,
Directorate in charge of
International Affairs

➤ Check out our EDA Dairy Focus on the
Estonian Presidency on our website!
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